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STYLE, COLOR AND A BIT OF IRONIC SPIRIT: 

ALE'S FACEMASKS ARE HERE TO MATCH THE BRAND’S PECULIAR  
GRAPHIC THEMES 

 

Riding with covered face? Then, let's do it with a little bit of color, with style, with a touch of 
sympathy and irony. Alé launches its facemasks inspired to some of the most beloved Ale’s 
graphic themes. These masks are not a medical device, but a simple face cover, anti-drop 
and anti-splash. 
 
 
Bonferraro di Sorgà (VR), 8 May 2020. Alé Cycling launches a line of face masks. It’s a 
colorful, fun, stylish, ironic and, yes, patriotic line. The masks inspire to some of the brand's 
most beloved graphic themes, with a tribute to Italy and the Tricolore flag too. In addition to 
the colors and themes that are typical of the brands famous cycling jerseys, these facemasks 
can be customized, on request, for sports teams and groups of cyclists. 
 
Alé face masks ARE NOT MEDICAL PRESIDENTS AND ARE NOT EC CERTIFIED, they 
cannot be used in protected environments and are not designed for medical uses. They cover 
part of the face, they are breathable, and they are made of polyester elastane fabric. Specific 
Sitip® Acquazero® anti-drop and splash-proof treatments have been performed on the 
fabric. These masks are washable at 40°; to reactivate the treatment, after washing, they 
must be tumble dried or, in the absence of a dryer, a steam iron must be applied for 5 
seconds. The mask treatment is guaranteed up to 20 washes. 
 
Alé masks are a fun garment, which reaffirms the cyclists’ own style and conveys sympathy 
and color. You can match them with the tones and graphics of the Alé clothing that you like 
most or, if customized, with that of the teams and sports groups. It is a product for the 
exclusive use of a single individual and must be used always respecting the rules of safety 
and social distancing.  
As already specified, Alé's face masks are not a medical surgical device. 
 
Alé face masks are already available on Alé's e-commerce (www.alecycling.com) and will 
also be sold in the best cycling shops in Europe and North America in the coming weeks. 


